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ABSTRA.C~’
Developing image accluisition requirements is a major part of the Autmiolnous Feature and Star ‘lkacking
(AI+’AST) projec~’s work in advancing sensor technologies for planetary exp]oratio~l. Sensing and detecting desired
planetary features also i]lvolve topographic and photometric characterization of celestial bodies. The photometric
study can provide felicitous designs of optics, focal plane array, and processing pertaining to feature extraction and
tracking. II] this paper, we present the results b~<ed on our preliminary study and i~nplementation of photolnctric
moclcling on the A1’AS’l”S SGI- based 31) graphics testbed. Specifically, a computer-generated topographical model
of Phobos is used since the photometry of Phobos have been studied in great details, ‘lhc photometric function
derived is mapped onto the computer-generated topographic model. Using the phc)tometric model and specific
camera parameters, a)) accurate CC]) pixel response to target irradiancc can then be calculated. This pixel
informatio~l can be used by the feature tracking algorithm, and sensitivity to signal-to-noise ratio can then be
determined.

Kcywcwds: topography) photometric modeling, CC]) camera, feature tracking

1.

INTRODUC;TION

lligh-fide]ity images of small bodies are essential to the dcr ivation of J1’1,-developed Autonomous Feature
And Star ‘lkacking (A FAS”l’) solutic,ns to permit visually-guided, autonomous spacecraft.l Actual images of
S111{111 bodies are rare compared to irrrages of p]anets and icy sate] litcs.
Only comet Ilalley, Phobos, l)eirnos,
Gaspr-a, and Ida have been captured by planetary spacecraft, a)ld the only in,agc data available for a complete
31 Yshapc and photometric characterization is that of Phobos. Bccausc computer-generated images of small
bodies call accurately predict image detector (CC])) responses to various illutnination, shading, and camera
characteristics, a wide range of synthetic target bodies can be simulated arid supply the necessary test images
for evaluating AII’AS’1’ solutions in absence of real data. Thusl tllc topographic. and photometric model of a body
nlust be rcprcscnted in a numerical or analytical form. In addition to j)rovidillg va]uablc test iniagcs for AFAST
processing, representative surface-photometry also perlnits rclial)le assessments of various carncra designs for the
spacecraft celestial sensing systcm.

in this paper, we describe the necessary processes required to synthesize a s~nal] body. Phobos was selected
because of the con~plctc topographic/photometric characterization based on image data collected by the Viking
and Soviet’s 1’110110S spacecraft. Results of the computer-generated images of Phobos based on the described
models employing a SG1 GL ‘M platform are also presented. in the next century, planetary spacecraft will totally
rely on visual cucs corrtained in celestial scenes to maneuver and navigate their way through the Solar System,
and the ability to provide the focal plane simulation for any type c~f target bodies for any orientation and lighting
co]ldition will bccorne a necessity in developing the recluirecl celestial sensing systcrn for various exploratory
Inissions.

2 PHO’FOMETRIC’ M O D E L I N G OF’ PIIO130S
I’hobos (moon of Mars) was chosen as our target body for this study because both the 31) geometric model
and photometric prol)crtics were readily available. The jjolygonal model was generated by T.C. Duxbury and
his rescarc]l team at J 1’1, based on imEL@ returned by the Viking spacecraft. 3’4 ‘1’he photometric information of
l’hobos was derivccl by Klaase~l, Duxbury, and Vervcka5 based on images returned by t}lc Viking spacecraft. This
inforrnatio)l was integrated into AFASl”s 31) Visualization l’cstt, edz to demonstrate the results of photometric
~nodcli~lg ill a dyrlarnic spacecraft flyby scenario. In this section, the photometric modeling of PhoLos is briefly
reviewed,
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Figure 1 ‘1’hc sun, carnma, and target body camera geometry

Given ally IJOJI~t 0]1 tlkc surface of the target body as shown in Figure 1, wc define the following 3 vectors:
~{ ,: the unit vector from the surface point to the spacecraft,
-.
,S =- the unit vector from the surface point to the sun, and
N = the normal vector at the surface point.
‘J’hc corresponding incidc~lce (0), emission (E), and pha.w (q+) angle are defined as

‘J’l Ic pllotolnetric fu]lction in astronomical applications is generally written .3.s
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w}icrc 1 is the intensity of the scattered light, }1 is the solar irradiancc illcidcnt on the rcflectirlg surface, and PO
is the nornlat rcflcctancc.
For surface with low nornla] reflectance (i.e., pO <0.3, such as Phobos), it IIas been demonstratcd6 that Eq.
(1) can he silnplified as

(2)

]or our i~l)lJlclllc~ltatio~l, a closed-form representation for the phase function p.1’(~) is dcsirecl. 11’or this study,
tlic following ~Jarall]ctcrizcd exponential function of a 4~~ order polynomial s is USCd:

lJsiI)g ])lloto~nct,ric data5 derived from images taken by Viking, the values for tllc parameters are cstilnatcd using
the least-squares curve fitting mcthcjd which are listed in the following table:
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TIIC data and the result of least-squares curve fitting is shown in Figure 2. ‘l’his estimated phase function is
t}leu used to co~npute tllc intensity (subject to a scale factor) based on the phase angle derived from the geometry
of tile s})acccraft, target, and the sun.
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l’igure 2. Curve-fitting Icsults of Phobo’s phase function pO1’(@)

In our simulat io~l, we recompute the surface brightness of each polygon vertex at each simulation time step,
a~lcl usc the SGI’s hardware Gouraud shading7 capability to fill in the intensity for the pixels at the interior of
cacll I)olygon. ‘J’he pixel intensities arc then scaled from O to 25[) to aid in visualizing the photometric effects. For
cortl~)arisoll, a J,a Int)crt shadingg is also implemented where thr information of the camera position with respect
to tl]c target body and the sun was )Iot consiclered. ‘l’he simulation results of the photometric and I,ambert
sliadillg arc show]i in k’igurc 3 and 4 respectively.

Figure 3. Photometric modeling of Pbobos

Figure 4. Lambcrt shadilig of Phobos

3 CCD CAMERA EMULATION
‘lo cnhancc the realism of our Phobos simulation, we integrated a CCI) camera model into our graphics
t,esthccl. z “lo simulate the CC]] (intensity) response for a given location on the target body, the following formula
was used:

I~N = J’lux * Gain * I+;xposure.Tirne + L?ark-C’urrent.-Count
where I“lux =- @ * A * PO * 10-25 (in pe-”/see)
@ = pI,asc a,,glc dependent photometric coefficients (Eq. (2)),
A = cflcctivc aperture (in rnm2),
1’0 = canlcra constant corresponding to O Mv and O BV (in pe- /see/rr~m2),
r~~i =. f14v, + o * JIV -}- ~ (instrument ~nagnitude)
A4v, =- MVO +- 5~o@),
A4v0 = ~ncasured visual magnitude
do = disLallce to the body where MVO is measured (i]l lfm)
dl = ~;l;(!jo~) = distance to the body where the targeted body subtends 1 CCD pixel (in Km).
R = radius of the targeted body (in Km)
11’OV :- field-of-view of the CC]) camera (in radians)
N : CC]) resolution
I;V = color information,
~ = c,amcra ]Jaralnctcr,
D = calncra paralnctcr.

A rcprescntativc CC]) l)ixcl rcsporlscs is shc]wn in Figure 5 where the target body is assumed to have an
ccluivalcllt radius of 1150 Km and located be located 31 A.U. away from t}ic EarLh with a visual magnitude of 14.
lt is also assunlccl that a CCI) carncra with the following parameters is used:
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An orle-second exposure time was used in this simulation. Again, the S(11’s hardware shading was used to
co~npute pixc] values for polygon interior pixels.

l’igure 5. CCD pixel responses

4 CONCLUSIONS
lly developing a 31) graphics t,estbed that incorporates topographic and photometric planetary models in
co~ljullction with W]> camera modeling, we have a tool that allows us tc) develop and test our feature tracking
software. In addition, because a variety of CC]) camera paranletfr sets can be tested, a proper design of CCl)based celestial sensors can be realized for specific flight nlissions.
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